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 Abstract :  Driver Assistance Systems are rapidly becoming most common method as safety 

systems in the automobile industry. A lane departure warning system is intended to warn the 

driver when the vehicle begins to move out of its lane. The paper describes an image processing 

based system to help the driver in these situations. By taking each frames from the video file and 

processing each frames, the lane marks are detected. The paper also describes an algorithm based 

on Region of Interest (ROI). ROI is used to select the particular area that potentially contains the 

desired object. A gradient based edge detection technique is used for finding the lane marks. 

Hough transform is used to estimate the lane positions in each ROI. The proposed image 

processing algorithm is able to find the left and right lane positions and by analyzing these 

positions of lane, departure of vehicle will be detected. Matlab is for the simulation part and the 

proposed algorithm works accurately with various lighting conditions as well as on different road 

types. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Road accident is most undesired thing that can happen to a road user, though it may happen quite 

often. Most of the road users are quite well aware of the general rules and safety measures while using 

roads but due to the distracted driving or inattentive driving, drivers tend to ignore those rules. So the 

main cause of accidents and crashes seems only due to human carelessness. India stands among 

highest in the world for road accidents rates. According to the Road Transport ministry, India 

witnessed one road accident each minute which claimed one life in each 3.7 minutes.In 2011, a total 

of 4.97 lakh road accident werereported [1]. Accidents could be reduced with the implementation of 

various strategic methods such as better policing, better driver training techniques, efficient driving 

monitoring methods and the implementation of effective on-vehicle driver assistance systems. Driver 

assistance systems aims to detect these potentially dangerous situations in advance to either warn the 

driver or initiate appropriate protective measures in time .When driver becomes tired or distracted, 

vehicle might move out of its lane. Even just a momentary lack of concentration can cause the driver 

to unintentionally deviate from the lane. During overtaking and lane changes, vehicles are at high risk 

due to lack of visibility even if driver checks the rear mirrors. In order to help the drivers avoid danger 

as much as possible, lane departure warning system is developed. When vehicle begins to move out of 

its lane on freeway and highway roads, the system will warn the driver about the possible error 

departure. It is also been observed that on roads with minimum traffic density, drivers increases its 

vehicle speed, subsequently tend to ignore lanes and it may result in fatal road accidents.So the driver 

assistance system in an automobile is a key component for vehicle safety in the automotive 
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environment. The system discussed in this paper focuses on the development of lane detection and 

tracking system. The main purpose of this lane departure warning system is to prevent the accident 

due to lane departures. The main advantage of a vision based system is that the amount of data a 

single camera can capture is much more than what a group of embedded sensors can do. Therefore, it 

has practical significance to develop a vision based real time lane departure detection system which 

can help to reduce and avoid accidents. Many luxury car manufacturing companies like BMW, Audi, 

Mercedes-Benz etc., started integrating these driving assistance modules into their automobile 

designs. The dependability of driver assistance systems are determined by a number of factors like the 

location of the camera and the vehicle front lighting or illumination. This plays a major role especially 

during evening and night. These available systems however need a properly lane marked road or a 

highway to work accurately. The development of these systems poses considerable challenges due to 

various factors like ambiguous lane marking, shadows, changes in lighting conditions, road texture, 

objects lying on the road, curved road conditions etc. The first production of driver assistance systems 

was in 1995 by Mitsubishi Diamante which was based on ultrasonic sensors .The first lane departure 

warning system was developed by the US Company Iteris for Mercedes Actros commercial trucks. 

These lane warning/keeping systems are typically based on Video sensors mounted behind the 

windshield, integrated besides rear mirror, Laser sensors installed on the front of the vehicle or 

Infrared sensors mounted either behind the windshield or under the vehicle [8]. There are two 

different types of lane departure systems. The first type of lane departure systems is known as a lane 

departure warning system, where the system monitors the lane markings and allows to sound an alarm 

whenever a vehicle starts to deviate from its lane position. The other type of lane departure warning 

system is often referred to as a lane keeping system. These systems also monitors lane markings, but 

they are capable of taking its own preventive actions. If the driver won’t respond to an initial warning 

alarm, a lane keeping system itself takes an action to keep the vehicle away from potentially 

dangerous condition. If your vehicle is equipped with lane departure warning systems, you have an 

additional layer of protection. Though there is a driver assistance system being installed in our 

vehicle, these systems cannot be a reason for inattentive or careless driving since even the latest 

technology is still a poor replacement for an alert driver. An advantage of using vision based systems 

is that with minimum amount of code change, the functionality of the system can be modified when 

compared with implementing the same system with laser sensors installed on the vehicle.  

The paper describes about a real time video processing based driver assistance system where all the 

input information captured from the camera is analyzed effectively and processed for making the 

departure decision. In this paper, the detection of lane is proposed using Hough Transform and Hough 

Lines, since it requires less computational time to detect a lane marking over the entire frame. The rest 

of the paper is organised as follows. Section Related works discusses about the research already done 

in this field. Here the papers and different literatures referred and their main ideas are listed. Next 

section suggests the system architecture for detecting lane model and algorithm to determine whether 

there is any lane deviation. Image processing modules and algorithms needed for the system are 

discussed here. All the Matlab simulation outputs and results discussions are provided and then infinal 

sectionconcludes the work and outlines the work performed.  

 

RELATED WORK 

A number of journals and research papers published during the above span 1980- 2014 have been 

referred in the process of doing this work The various aspects of the problem were studied: 

Tang-Hsien Chang, Chun-hung Lin, Chih-sheng Hsu, and Yao-jan Wu [2] suggests an approach to 

avoid the road accidents mainly due to lane departure. In this system, a portion of the original image, 

called Region of interest, ROI is first defined as it is impossible for the lane tracking system to 

process all images simultaneously. Entire image contains too many data for real-time processing and 

processing that much data will take high computational time. An adaptive thresholding method is used 

for detecting the object. The gray level of objects and background pixels can be grouped into two 

dominant thresholds from the common fact that the object always appear brighter than the 

surrounding environment. Using this adaptive thresholding technique reduces the effects due to 

illumination. 
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Jinu Prabhakar. K. P.Anitha Mary. X [3] describes a driver assistant system with minimum hardware 

and software requirements based on real time video to track lane marks. The suggested system was 

designed to use low cost video cameras. The system model was developed using Matlab/Simulink 

blocksets. For detecting the lane marks and to determine lane departure decision, method based on 

sobel edge detection and Hough transform is formulated. Sobel edge method is used to identify edges 

from the images and thus extract the desired objects from the cluttered background. Sobel can act as a 

smoothing operator so that they have good edge detection ability in noisy conditions. Hough 

transform is used for detecting both the lane positions and tracking in case there is a missing or 

discontinuity in lane marks. By analysing the position of lane marks, departure of vehicle from the 

lane is decided. 

Rui F. C. Guerreiro and Pedro M. Q. Aguiar [4] says about a Global voting scheme based on the 

Hough transform. The Hough transform extracts the lines that contain larger number of edge points. 

The usage of the Hough space, a two-dimensional space where each point in this space represents a 

line in the image. Each point in the image is mapped to the region of the Hough space. The basic 

concept of Hough transform is that all the image lines goes through single edge point. By processing 

all edge points in the Hough space, the votes for each location are taken and the locations of majority 

votes results as dominant lines. Each method discussed above is having its own benefits and 

drawbacks, we must consider the simplicity, software complexity and the ability to achieve result in 

short span of time. Hough transform used for lane departure system since it effectively determines 

lane edges rather than through methods like canny edge detector, adaptive thresholding. 

Javier Diaz Alonso, Eduardo Ros Vidal, Alexander Rotter, and Martin Muhlenberg [5] propose an aid 

system based on image processing to help the driver. They used a template filtering method for 

detecting the lane marks and to identify the left and right lane positions. A kalman filter based 

tracking method is also designed in order to track the lane edges and lane departure decision is taken 

based on deviation from the lane edges. 

Joel C. McCall and Mohan M. Trivedi [6] suggests a driver assistance systems that monitor driver’s 

action and provide warnings of lane departures, or assist in vehicle guidance. The particular lane 

detection system is designed using steerable filters for accurate lane marking detection. Steerable 

filters is another technique for detecting curved markings, solid line markings, and discontinuous line 

markings under changing lighting and road conditions. 

Yu Ren Lin and Yi Feng Su [7] proposed an algorithm based on gradient method to estimate the lane 

edges and then to determine the lane departure decisions. They used a least square method in order to 

calculate the lane positions on the either sides and then finds an approximate middle position by 

averaging either lane position values. If the middle lane position deviates more than a particular 

threshold value, lane departure decision is made.  

Hsiang-Ling Li and Chaitali Chakrabarti [8] deals with two-dimensional motion estimation system 

based on Hough transform. It uses 256 x 256 pixel binary images and consists of two main modules. 

The first module performs pre-processing like smoothening of the edges and detecting dominant 

points. The second module computes the Hough transform on contour segments as well as the rotation 

and translation parameters. 

Shabana Habib and Mahammad A Hannan [9] proposes a video processing based vehicle safety 

system. The video images captured from camera helps the driver to monitor the surroundings .The 

proposed algorithm finds the left and right boundary of the lane using Hough Transform method. The 

vehicle on-board camera is positioned towards the road at about 45 degree, so that the camera only 

captures images of the road. This reduces the processing complexity and improves the performance of 

the system .Median filter is used as pre-processing stage in order to reduce salt and paper noise 

present in the image by padding at the edge of the road image. Then a thresholding is performed for 

segmenting the image into foreground and background. Gradient based canny edge technique is used 

for edge detection and after canny edge detection morphological operation is applied to remove the 

undesired objects in the image, as they result in inaccurate results [9]. Hough transform method is 

used for lane departure detection system to ensure the road safety in real-time scenario. The Hough 
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transform transforms between the Cartesian space and a parameter space in which a straight line can 

be defined. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Lane Departure Warning System Using Chroma based Road Tracking for Road Safety consists of 

following steps: 

a) Road lane with safety road lines: 

Lane Detection 

Lane Tracking 

Departure Warning 

Output with Departure Signal using Safety Lines of Road 

b) Road lane without safety road lines: 

Chroma Segmentation 

Lane Detection 

Lane Tracking 

Lane Merging 

Output with Direction Signal using Change in Chroma Behaviour of Road 

This uses chroma information to detect and track road edges set in primarily residential settings where 

lane markings may not be present. The Chroma-based Tracking subsystem illustrates how to use the 

Color Space Conversion, the Hough Transform, and the Kalman Filter to detect and track information 

using hue and saturation. 

The  algorithm performs a search to define the left and right edges of a road by analyzing video 

images for change in color behaviour. First search for edge pixels, or searches the line passing 

through enough number of chroma pixels, whichever comes first, is initiated from the bottom centre 

of the image, then search moves to both the upper left and upper right corners of the image. 

 

Fig. 1 Overview of Algorithm 

To process low quality video sequences, where road sides might be difficult to see, or are obstructed, 

the algorithm will wait for multiple frames of valid edge information. The system uses the same 

process to decide when to begin to ignore a side. 

This also detects and tracks road lane markers in a video sequence and notifies the driver if they are 

moving across a lane. The subsystem illustrates how to use the Hough Transform, Hough Lines and 

Kalman Filter blocks to create a line detection and tracking algorithm. The subsystem implements this 

algorithm using the following steps: Detects the lane markers in the current video frames. Matches the 

current lane markers with those detected in the previous video frames .Finds the left and right lane 

markers. 

(a) LANE MODEL ANALYSING 
 After lane edges are estimated, lane position and continuity of lane should be analyzed for taking the 

lane departure warning decision. Lane position is analyzed by fitting straight line model based on lane 

edge points using Hough transform. Two parameters Ɵ and r should be estimated to fit the straight 
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line model .Their values are finally determined in the Hough parameter space. After determining the 

continuity in the lane marks, it should check for the lane position parameters and continuity 

parameters whichcan provide information on lane types so as to take more detailed data for analysis 

when departure decision is finally taken. After finding the left and right lane positions through Hough 

transform, the middle position between the both lanes will be found out and recorded. If the middle 

position deviates more than a particular threshold value on the either sides, the decision modules 

generates a warning signal. 

 

(b)  LANE DETECTION 

 When images are used in applications like object recognition, edge detections reduces the amount of 

data in an image. If the geometrical shapes like lines, ellipses etc. can be defined by their 

characteristic equations, the amount of data can be reduced to greater extent. The Hough transform 

was originally developed to recognize straight lines in images. It can also be used in image processing 

applications for feature extraction operation. The basic concept of Hough transform is that at a given 

point, there are an infinite number of lines can pass through it .Hough Transform considers all 

features on the line and finds which of these lines passes through majority of features. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Each figure consists of four parts which represents the detection, tracking of lane departure warning 

system using chroma based road tracking. In safety margin signal when yellow line is above the 

threshold purple line then it represents that vehicle is in correct and same lane else vice versa 

In Fig 3 input video consists of road lane markings . In (a) vehicle is not moving left or right In (b) 

vehicle departures to right lane  and In (c) vehicle departures to left lane.  

     

  (a)                                              

(  

   

 (b)                                                                                         
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(c) 

Fig 3. Road Lane with Lane Markings 

In Fig 4 input video is without road lane markings .In (a) vehicle departures to right lane. and In (b) 

vehicle is not moving to left or right lane    

                                      

                                (a)      

                                            

                                 (b)                           

Fig 4. Road Lane without Lane Markings 
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